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HAYWARD POLICE DEPARTMENT POLICE BLOTTER 
     

 

STATISTICAL HIGHLIGHTS 

August 1-7, 2021    
Weekly Arrests 
(Includes cite/released): 

33 
 Homicide  0 

Weekly Calls for Service: 2,021 Assault—Great Bodily Injury   3 
Weekly Reports Taken: 200 Burglary— Nonresidential   5 
Weekly Complaints 
(against HPD): 0 Burglary—Residential   1 

Weekly Calls Received: 5,669 Theft   21 
This data is subject to change and based on 
crimes that were reported to have occurred 
during the time frame of this report. Some 
reports may yet to be initiated and/or 
reclassified during investigations.  

Theft from Auto   16 
Robbery   6 
Vehicle Theft   32 
Mental Health Calls   16 
Reports of Gunfire   2 

Significant Incidents 
Robbery: On 08/01/2021, at 12:44 AM, the suspects approached the victim near the 300 block of Jackson St. One of 
the suspects brandished a handgun and robbed the victim of his property before fleeing the scene in a vehicle. 
(Report #2021-43552) 
 
Robbery: On 08/01/2021, at 4:05 AM, the victim was approached by the suspects near the 27000 block of Leidig Ct. 
The suspects used force and robbed the victim of his property before fleeing the scene in a vehicle. (Report #2021-
43571) 
 
Recovered Stolen Vehicle: On 08/02/2021, at 12:46 AM, officers respond to the 500 block of Palmer Ave regarding 
the report of an occupied stolen vehicle. Officers arrived on scene and took the suspect into custody.  (Report #2021-
43751)  
 
Recovered Stolen Vehicle:  On 08/06/2021 at 10:02 AM, officers conducted a security check near the 1000 block of 
Folsom Ave and observed a vehicle parked in front of a fire hydrant. A record check of the vehicle, which was 
occupied, revealed it to be stolen. The occupant was taken into custody. (Report #2021-40942) 
 
Recovered Stolen Vehicle: On 08/06/2021, at 4:10 PM, officers responded to the 22000 block of Thelma St regarding 
the report of an occupied stolen vehicle. The officers arrived on scene and took the suspect into custody. (Report 
#2021-44739) 
 
For addi�onal informa�on, visit: https://www.crimemapping.com/map/ca/hayward 
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